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Production teams for major public and broadcast events rely on each other to produce the finest presentations possible. In sporting arenas, rock concerts, on-the-scene reports, and in local and network television studios, effective communications is the key to exceptional job performance.

David Clark Company now offers a complete line of Pro-Audio/Video specific headsets with XLR connectors, USB and 3.5mm computer headsets as well as DC’s new Aurora products. Discerning professionals depend on the outstanding durability, the exceptional performance and effective communications provided by DC headsets. It’s a headset you can comfortably wear all day in such applications as these:

- Public & broadcast events
- Sporting arenas
- Rock concerts
- Front of House
- Tour groups
- Industrial manufacturing
- Mobile work groups
- Television studios

**OVER THE HEAD STYLE - LOOSE LEADS CABLE**

- Certified Noise-Reduction Rating of 23dB.
- 5’ Straight Cord with loose leads (for your connector selection)
- Dual Volume Controls
- Two 60-ohm Earphone Elements, wired for separate channels
- M-2H dynamic microphone, 150 ohms

**OVER THE HEAD STYLE - XLR 4-PIN CONNECTOR (FEMALE & MALE)**

- Certified Noise-Reduction Rating of 23dB.
- 5’ Extended Coil Cord
- Two 275-ohm Earphone Elements, wired in parallel
- H8532 has 4-Pin Female XLR Connector
- H8535 has 4-pin Male XLR Connector
- M-2H dynamic microphone, 150 ohms
OVER THE HEAD STYLE -  
**LOOSE LEADS CABLE**
- 5’ Straight Cord with loose leads (for your connector selection)
- Single Volume Control
- One 60-ohm Earphone Element
- M-2H dynamic microphone, 150 ohms

OVER THE HEAD STYLE -  
**XLR 4-PIN CONNECTOR (FEMALE & MALE)**
- 5’ Extended Coil Cord
- One 60-ohm Earphone Element
- H8592 has 4-pin Female XLR Connector
- H8595 has 4-pin Male XLR Connector
- M-2H dynamic microphone, 150 ohms

BEHIND THE HEAD STYLE -  
**XLR 4-PIN FEMALE CONNECTOR**
- Certified Noise-Reduction Rating of 23dB
- 5’ Extended Coil Cord
- Two 60 ohm Earphone Elements, wired in parallel
- M-2H microphone, 150 ohms

CAP ATTACHABLE STYLE -  
**XLR 4-PIN FEMALE CONNECTOR**
- 3’ Straight Cord
- Two 60 ohm Earphone Elements, wired in series
- Hardhat not included
- M-2H microphone, 150 ohms
HIGH NOISE

CUSHION HEADPAD
Super-soft, foam-filled pillow headpad for supreme comfort.

CORROSION-RESISTANT
Powder coated steel exceeds demanding military specifications.

PIVOT ADJUSTMENT
Dome and stirrup swivel to provide universal fit for each ear dome to the side of your head.

EARPHONES
Have vibration and shock-resistant mountings, unmatched DCCI quality and reliability.

“UNDERCUT” COMFORT-GEL EAR SEALS
Provides a large ear opening, contours precisely for a perfect seal and dissipates clamping force to assure superior comfort.

HEADBAND LOCKNUT
Lets you set the adjustment for a perfect fit every time.

WIND SCREEN
Protects microphone from moisture and wind noise.

NOISE-CANCELLING MICROPHONE
M101 type, provides crisp, clear transmission.

VOLUME CONTROL
Low-profile volume control knob with detent settings. Lets you select a comfortable listen level (ON SELECT MODELS).

HIGH-IMPACT DOMES
ABS Plastic Domes exceed stringent drop test requirements.

MICROPHONE BOOM
Solid flex-boom for perfect microphone positioning. Rotates for left or right side placement.
OVER THE HEAD STYLE -
STEREO LISTEN ONLY

- Stunning stereo output
- Newest Undercut, Comfort Gel Ear Seals
- Super-Soft, Double-Foam Headpad
- Dual volume controls
- Lightweight, 6 ft. extended coil cord
- Terminated with commonly-used 3.5mm stereo plug
- Both 1/4-inch plug adapters (mono & stereo) included
- Earphone elements are hi-fidelity, dynamic with a range of 10-20,000 Hz.
- NRR 23dB

OVER THE HEAD STYLE -
3.5MM PLUGS

- Newest Undercut, Comfort Gel Ear Seals
- Super-Soft, Double-Foam Headpad
- Dual volume controls, Wired for Stereo Separation
- 15’ Extended Coil Cord
- Terminated with Dual 3.5mm Plugs (for Earphones and Microphone)
- Dynamic Earphone Elements with a Range of 100-5,500 Hz
- Noise-Canceling Electret Microphone, Mounted on Universal Flex Boom
- SPDT Microphone On-Off Switch
- Weight (without Cord) - 16 oz.

OVER THE HEAD STYLE -
USB PLUG

- Newest Undercut, Comfort Gel Ear Seals
- Super-Soft, Double-Foam Headpad
- Dual volume controls, Wired for Stereo Separation
- 10’ Straight Cord
- Terminated with USB Connector
- Dynamic Earphone Elements with a Range of 20-1KHz +/- 1.5dB; 20-20KHz +/- 5-15dB
- Noise-Canceling Electret Microphone, Mounted on Universal Flex Boom
- Weight (without Cord) - 15.2 oz.
LOW NOISE

PLUSH HEADPAD
Plush, leatherette head pad with breathable, vented design

PERSONALIZED FIT
Adjustable suspension assembly for personalized fit

SWIVEL HINGE
Swivel hinge stirrups for secure, comfortable fit

EAR SEALS
Ultra-soft, Dura-Stitched, leatherette ear seals with Supra-aural (rest on ear) design provide personalized fit and eliminate heat buildup for greater comfort

ENHANCED NOISE CANCELLING
M-2H high output dynamic microphone for enhanced noise cancelling

FULL FLEX BOOM
For precise noise microphone placement

COLLAPSIBLE
Designed for compact storage in David Clark branded headset bag (included)

Compatible with wired and wireless Pro-Audio systems by manufacturers such as:

- ClearCom®
- Eartec®
- Telex®
- McCurdy®
- RTS®
- Port Phone®
- ASL®
- Production Intercom®

and many more.....
OVER THE HEAD STYLE - USB PLUG
- Provide crisp, clear communications and superior comfort
- Ideal for low noise applications
- M-55 electret noise-cancelling microphone
- Supra-aural design - rests-on-ear

OVER THE HEAD STYLE - USB PLUG
- Lightweight alloy hardware, yet rugged, reliable construction
- Full flex mic boom, 280° rotating for perfect mic placement on left or right side
- M-55 electret noise-cancelling microphone
- Supra-aural design - rests-on-ear

OVER THE HEAD STYLE - USB PLUG
- Leatherette head-pad and ear seals with slow-recovery ‘memory’ foam provide ultimate comfort
- M-2H noise-cancelling microphone for superlative speech clarity for high output use.
- Full flex mic boom, 280° rotating for perfect mic placement on left or right side
- Dynamic earphones provide excellent reception quality

OVER THE HEAD STYLE - USB PLUG
- Single ear with 4 pin female XLR pro audio
- 5’ Extended Coil Cord
- New M-2H dynamic noise-cancelling microphone
- Ultra-lightweight design
- Lightweight metal alloy hardware
- Adjustable headband/suspension assembly and swivel hinge stirrups ensure a perfect, personalized fit.
Now you can enjoy clear, crisp communication with a David Clark Company wireless system that provides total freedom, mobility and enhanced safety in any high noise environment. Made in the same tradition of DC heavy duty field tested quality with steel hardware, our Bluetooth is used in applications such as tour groups, mobile work groups, front of house, and camera operators.

Read more about features, technical and system configuration information online at:

www.davidclarkcompany.com/aurora

- Auto off, stays on if paired
- 80 hours of continuous talk/streaming - 140 hours standby
- 30 foot range self healing connection
- Noise cancelling microphone
- Hi-fidelity 20-20Khz ear phone
- Comfortable to wear all day long
Crisp, clear communication in demanding environments

Hands-free communication for safety

Rugged, durable construction - industrial-grade components

Headsets feature weatherproof electronic components, all steel hardware

FCC Approved

Find your headset solution in seconds at www.davidclark.com/aurora

If you don’t find the headset style you’re looking for, contact us at: greenheadsets@davidclark.com
ACCESSORIES & SPARES

UNDERCUT COMFORT-GEL EAR SEALS
Softer, more supple and form fitting with an “undercut” shape that provides more room for your ears. The larger, yet lighter, ear seals cradle the ears with unsurpassed comfort. Compatible with all David Clark Company Pro-Audio/Video headsets.
P/N 40863G-02 (1 pair)

SUPER-SOFT HEADPAD
Made of super-soft foam with a cloth cover or natural black-dyed sheepskin, these replacement headpads place a soft cushion on top of your head, eliminating discomfort from “hot spots”.
P/N 18900G-45 Super-Soft Foam
P/N 40592G-01 Sheepskin

EAR SEAL COMFORT COVER
Soft, double-knit, 100% cotton ear seal cover. Perfect for hot, humid weather. Absorbs perspiration and is washable. Fits all David Clark Company Pro-Audio/Video headsets.
P/N 22658G-01 (1 pair)

SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
For H8542 behind-the-head style headset, adjustable with hook-and-pile fastening system, attaches to headset to provide support.
P/N 10370G-03

“STOP-GAP” EYEGLASS FRAME CUSHIONS
Enhance your hearing protection and communication with soft eyeglass cushions. Placed on eyeglass frame at the temple position, Stop-Gaps provide added comfort and stop noise from leading into ear through the ear seal.
P/N 12500G-02 (1 pair)

HEADSET CARRY BAG
This fitting complement to any David Clark Headset has been carefully chosen for its simplicity, quality and workmanship. Split front pockets and full-size, full-width rear pocket. Black on black with DC logo in lower right corner.
P/N 40688G-08

NEUTRIK XLR CONNECTORS
4-Pole XLR connector (NC4FX – female; NC4MX – male), die-cast shell, nickel housing, silver contacts, robust and compact design, 4 piece assembly (no set screws), chuck-type strain relief, UL-recognized component.
P/N 09228P-64 female       P/N 09227P-66 male
“Few of us consider service when we make a purchase decision. We only appreciate the value of service when we need it. When you buy from David Clark Company you’re buying a commitment to total service. All the time. We believe “service” means much more than just repairing things. Our entire organization is dedicated to serving you. Highly qualified professionals are available to answer your questions, provide service and give you help with all your David Clark Company product needs.”

– Brian Degnan, Customer Service Manager

CUSTOMER SERVICE INFORMATION
For headset repair, reconditioning, or information on any of our products:

- Within the Continental U.S.A. call our Customer Service Department at:
  1 (800) 298-6235

- In Alaska: Northern Lights Avionics, Anchorage, Tel. 1(907) 277-4811

AUTHORIZED INTERNATIONAL REPAIR FACILITIES:

- **Australia**
  Pacific Avionics Pty. Ltd.
  Bankstown Airport, NSW
  Tel. 61-297-911-137

- **Canada**
  Kitchener Aero
  Breslau, Ontario
  Tel. 519-648-2921
  Or
  Maxcraft Avionics Pitt Meadows,
  British Columbia
  Tel. 604-465-3080

- **Czech Republic Aviation**
  Service
  Prague
  Tel. 420-266-090-214

- **England**
  Headset Services Ltd.
  Shoreham by the Sea, West Sussex
  Tel. 44-1273-234181

- **Singapore**
  Aviation & Electronics Support
  Tel. 65-6481-2261

- **South Africa**
  NAC Lanseria
  Lanseria Airport
  Jones Road, Jet Park 1459
  Tel. 27-11-267-5500

All David Clark Company Headsets are backed by a 1-Year Warranty
Visit us online at:
www.davidclark.com/ProAudio
and check the compatibility of our line of noise-attenuating headset models with your system.
For more information or to find an Authorized David Clark Company dealer nearest you call us at 800-298-6235.

Made In USA
Pro-Audio/Video
More info online

David Clark Company Incorporated
360 Franklin Street
Worcester, MA 01604 U.S.A.
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